Thank You, Donors!

This list has been prepared with care. However, if we’ve inadvertently omitted your name, please contact us!

INDIVIDUALS

UNDER $1,000

Anonymous (2)
Barbara Abbatte
Susanne and George Abele
Sally Ackerman
Lynn Adams and Simon Carr
Brooke and Jim Adler
Steve Aikenhead
Tish Aldom
Susan Almy
Amanda Anderson
Dottie Anderson and Richard Balagur
Sandra Andersen and Reeve Williams
Phyllis Arata-Meyers and Robert Meyers
Kenneth Arkind
Gayle and Dwight Aspinwall
Kathy Astracoukas and Bob Hagén
Tracy Bach and Brian Lombardo
Rebecca Bailey and Jim Schley
Ron Bailey
Christine and Chris Bailey-Kellogg
Anne Baird and Stephen Campbell
Nancy Baker
Lisa Baldez and John Carey
Bronwen and Bob Ballou
Pat Barnes
Tina Barney
Ami Barry
Alice Bennett
Iris Bereen
Judith and James Bernat
Arthur Berndt
JoAnn and Chip Berns
Jody and Rick Biddle
Chrysanthi and Peter Bien
Eric Bivona
Leslie Black
Ruth and Peter Bleiler
Susanne Bloom
Martin Blumberg
Joyce and Donald Blunt
Carol F. Boemer, M.D., and David H. Bowen
Barnes Boyett
Lynnette and Charles Bohi
Susan and William Boyle
Ann and David Bradley
Daniel Brand
Patricia A. Bray
Susan and Peter Brink
Erica Brinton
Sarah and Zachary Brock
Trudi Brock and Paul Kristensen
Lin A. and Richard Brown
Emily Bryant
Spencer Burdge
Judith and Phil Bush
Caroline Butler-Rahman and Naved Rahaman
Roy Byington
Nancy and Harry Byrd
Mary Ann and Len Cadvallagher
Carol Campbell and John McKenna
Courtney Campe
Margery J. Cantor
Ann Carper
Debbie and Peter Carter
Lisa Cashdian and Peter Stein
Elizabeth E. and William A. Chabot
Diane Chamberlain
Susan and Larry Chase
Margaret Cherney and Peter Welch
Stacey and Nick Chocchio
Kathy and Peter Christie
Ann and David Ciofi
George Clark
Tina and Ray Clark
Lora Coble
Liz Ryan and Chuck Cole
Judith and Stan Cola
Annette Fone
Laura Conkey
Jana Conkin
Marjorie Cook
Jennifer Cooke
Andrea Cordiano
Tom Cormen
Hal Couglrin
Jo-Ellen Courtney
Dwayna Coyer
Robert E. Cowden III
Jane Crandell and Jonathan Glass
Sophia and Fred Crawford
Elyse and Stephen Crossman
Tina and David Cullenberg
Megan Culp
Ginger and Max Culpepper
John Cushman
Stacey Cushman and Jeff Bernstein
Linda and Lawrence J. Dacey
Stephanie Daniels
Margaret H. Darrow
Sylvia Davatz
Jennifer Davey and David Fisk
Stanley Davis
Anne Day
Barbara DeFelice and Chris Levey
Jane and Jack DeGange
Betsy and Don Derrick
Terry Dewey
Courtney Dobyns
Mary and Robert Donin
Timothy M. Dore
Karen and Gary Douville
Betsy and Larry Draper
Nancie Driscoll
Katherine Rawson and Bernard Dubreuil
Krista and Paul Dunne
Judy Durant and Steve Ladd
Stephen Dycus
Jessica Eaton
John Echeverria
Susan and Brian Edwards
Janet and Philip Eller
Suzanne Elsasser
Jenny Engelmann
Judy Englandner and John Echternach
Stephen Ensing
Sally Eshelman and Dan Meerson
Richard Evans
Margaret Fanning and David Cate
Nicole Faulkner
Rudy Fedrizzi
Derek Ferland
Margaret Erie Fields
Tina Foster
Ferris Fournier and Richard Waddell
Linda and Stephens Fowler
Elizabeth Frederick
Lynn Freeman and Peter Martin
Lisa and John Freitag
Katie and Andrew Friedland
Mark Friedman
Denise and Greg Froehlich
Carolyn and Milton Frye
Karen L. Fryer and Gene Kadish
Michael Gabbs
Sue Gault
Marcia Gauvin
Janet Geffan
Kimberly Gibbs
Paula Gillen
Laura Gildebe
Sandy Gmur
Amy Godine
Jena Goettleiheim
Charles Goldenser
Steve Goldsmith
Susan and Jeffrey Goodell
Lynne Goodwin
Nadja and Greg Gorman
Linda Gray
Manohar Grewal
Happy and Clark Griffiths
Dana and Grossman
Doreen and Peter Gullatte II
Nancy Gunshanan
Carole Haehnel
Janet Miller Haines
Sally Hairy and Brian Reid
Darrell Hailer
Nathan Haller
Lucy and Jon Hampton
Marion M. Hampton
Elizabeth Hanlon and Dick Jennings
Laurie Harding and Peter Mason
Susan Hardy
Catherine and Phil Harrison
Louise and Marvin Harrison
Suzanne and David Haseman
Sheila Hastie and Andy Jones
Jill and Bill Hatch
Emmy and Richard Hausman
Sarah Havens
Joey and John Hawkins
Jenn and Thornton Hayselet
Jim Henderson
Patricia and Donald Henderson
Brooke Herrmion and Eric Miller
Betty Heaton
Eve Hiatt
Patricia Higgins and Scott Drysdale
Christina and Harvey Hill
Beth Hindmarsh
Roney and Rick Hoffman
Peter Hollinger
Henry Homeyer
Aaron Hough
Toni Hoffer and Stewart Ketcham
Libby and Henry Howell
Fran and Bryan Huot
Nancy and Larry Huot
John Iked
Aare Ives
Merideth Jackson and David Brooks
Sarah and Robert Jackson
Ram Jenkins and David Kolz
Corlan Johnson and Richard Neugais
Penelope and Stuart Johnson
Susan Johnson and Jason Kelley
Barbara H. Jones
Nancy Jones
Kathryn Jorgensen
Susan Kaplan
Kathy Bellavance and Steve Perlowiak

PATRICIA AND TOM NORTON

Longtime Donors - Thetford, Vermont

What has inspired you to give to Vital Communities? We started giving to Vital Communities around the time it was helping towns hold visioning processes, including our town of Thetford. We believe in acting locally to make change that benefits the world. Vital Communities was engaged in making change that was local, national, and global in its effects.

Concerns about the Upper Valley? We both have long term, ongoing concerns about global climate change, and more recently deepening concern about fair and accessible housing in the Upper Valley. It was never our intention to live in a gated community, yet it feels like that’s what our town is effectively becoming.

What gives you hope? When we interact with youth (now defined by us as under 30)—in a few years, it will be “under 40!” in our community, we come away encouraged and hopeful. Not only are they smart and knowledgeable, but they have emotional awareness and skills that it would seem will foster resilience and decency.
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Patricia Higgins and Scott Drysdale
Christina and Harvey Hill
Beth Hindmarsh
Roney and Rick Hoffman
Peter Hollinger
Henry Homeyer
Aaron Hough
Toni Hoffer and Stewart Ketcham
Libby and Henry Howell
Fran and Bryan Huot
Nancy and Larry Huot
John Iked
Aare Ives
Merideth Jackson and David Brooks
Sarah and Robert Jackson
Ram Jenkins and David Kolz
Corlan Johnson and Richard Neugais
Penelope and Stuart Johnson
Susan Johnson and Jason Kelley
Barbara H. Jones
Nancy Jones
Kathryn Jorgensen
Susan Kaplan
Kathy Bellavance and Steve Perlowiak

Maria and Georgios Katsaros
Bob Keene
Susan Kellogg
Rainie and Larry Kelly
Jean and Harry Kendrick
Ruth Kennedy
Joyce and Paul Kilbyrew
Laid Klinger
Nancy and Joel Kober
Sara and Ron Kobylenski
Bernie Bear
Barbara Konsitz
Suzanne Laaspere
Steve Lagasse
Marla Weber Lamson
Carol Langstaff and James Rooney
Colleen Lannon and Don Seville
Amy and Thom Lappin
Nancy LaRowe and David Yesman
Kevin Leavitt
Nicole and Greg Lebo
Jennifer and Campbell Levy
Dani Liggett and Mike Morton
Christine Lilysquist and William Barrette
Nancy Limbaugh
Carol and Robert Lipman
Cindy and Tom List
Lorie Loeb and Tom Roberts
Suzanne Lovely
Allegra and Steve Lubrano
Heidi Luquen
Barbara Lynch
Bonne MacAdam and Doug Tift
Rebecca MacKenzie
Mary MacVey and Fred Hunt
DeWitt Mallary
Gordon Marshall
Jill Marsh
Suzeanne and Jim Masland
Mary Maxfield
Ruth Mayer and Peter Blodgett
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McAllister

Yoni and Stephen Neiman
Chiara Tosi-Nelson and Benjamin Nelson
Nancy and William Nichols
Patricia and Tom Norton
Arthur Gardiner Jr.
Timothy O’Dei
Lauralee Oehler
Linda and Ernst Oldtman
Arlie Olson and Allen Dietrich
Suzanne O’Leary
Rosemary Ongren and Norman Levy
Nancy Osgood
Catherine O’Sturlander
Lee and Evan Oxenham
Jane Palmer
Concerns about the Upper Valley? Simply put—workers. Whether considering nurses for DHMC or waitresses and others, we can’t continue having our local businesses close. The underpinning for recruitment efforts is affordable housing and leadership that wouldn’t normally arise spontaneously.

Concerns about the Upper Valley? There’s a kind of centrifugal force concentrating activity of all types in the center. For our region, this creates an economic, social, and political divide between the central economic engine and the outlying areas. As a region, we need to continually remind ourselves to counter the tendency to look inward geographically.

What gives you hope? The recent influx of “refugees” from other areas—often places where there have been imminent concerns about Covid and climate change—has the potential to spark a diversity of ideas and approaches, and could provide energy in positive new directions.

**EMMY AND RICK HAUSMAN**

Longtime Donors - Newbury, Vermont

What has inspired you to give to Vital Communities? Rick served on the founding board of Upper Valley 2001 and Beyond, Vital Communities’ predecessor organization. He joined all board members in kicking in to help the fledgling organization fly. Both within and among communities, Vital Communities provides inspiration and leadership that wouldn’t normally arise spontaneously.

**BUSINESSES & FOUNDATIONS**

**OVER $1,000**

Anonymous (4)
Elizabeth and Clay Adams
Cynthia Barrette
Barbara Barry and Michael Pacht
Molly Bonhag
Kathleen Dolan
Anne Boulgouris
Don Gendron
Thelma and Peter Thompson
Linda and William Tobin
Amy VanderKooi
Cindy and Jim Varrum
Jessie Vazzano
Rodney Viens
Pat Vlamynck
Kathrina Wagner
Robert Walker
Suzanne Walis
Betty Ward and Pip Richens
Sally and Dick Warren
Mary and Bernie Waugh
Lynne and Simon Weatherill
Carol P. Weingeist
Rhonda and Milton Weinstein
Kent Wells
Holly and Robert West
Celeste and Walter Wetherell
Erin Wetherell
Donna and Phil Wheeler
Sandra and Bruce White
Tilda and Stuart White
Helen Whyte and O. Ross McIntyre
Beverly and Robert Widger

**UNDER $500**

Anonymous (1)
Advanced Geomatics and Design
Allenby Charitable Fund
Amazon Foundation
Andrea’s
Ardis Olson Family Giving Fund
Aspinwall Family Fund
Bernice B. Godine Family Foundation
Butler Rahman Family Fund
Cloudland Farm
Dartmouth Regional Technology Center
Edgewater Farm
Ellaway Property Services, Inc
Energy Emoryum
Energy Futures Group
Evelyn R Swett Photography LLC
Flag Hill Farm - Vermont Hard Cider
Four Springs Farm
FreshAir Sensor, LLC
FUJIFILM Dimatix, Inc.
Gold/McConnel Charitable Giving Account
Grewal Family Charitable Gift Fund
Hartford Area Career and Technical Center
Haynes and Garthwaite Architects
Hogwash Farm
Howe’s Farm
Hull River Flats
Jericho Valley and Hill Farms
Keene Sentinel
Lubrano Family Charitable Foundation
Lucy and Jon Hampton Fund
McAllister Family Fund
McKee Family Fund
Merryville Family Fund
Mighty Yoga
Miles and Patrice Mushin Fund of New Hampshire Charitable Foundation
Morningstar
NH Charitable Foundation
NOFA - Vermont
Otto & Associates
Patterson Family Fund of New Hampshire Charitable Foundation
Peachbloom Farm
Grewal Family Charitable Gift Fund
Hartford Area Career and Technical Center
Haynes and Garthwaite Architects
Hogwash Farm
Howe’s Farm
Hull River Flats
Jericho Valley and Hill Farms
Keene Sentinel
Lubrano Family Charitable Foundation
Lucy and Jon Hampton Fund
McAllister Family Fund
McKee Family Fund
Merryville Family Fund
Miles and Patrice Mushin Fund of New Hampshire Charitable Foundation
Morningstar
NH Charitable Foundation
NOFA - Vermont
Otto & Associates
Patterson Family Fund of New Hampshire Charitable Foundation
Peachbloom Farm
Peter and Susan Brink Fund
Peyton Place Restaurant at the Historic Mann Tavern
Rawson Dubelus Fund
Riverside Farm
Seasonal Brook Farm
Shaker Hill Bed and Breakfast
Son Builders
Spring Ledge Farm
Steven Thomas, Inc
Stratford Historical Society
Sunrise Farm
Sweetland Farm
Ted and Fadia Williamson Family Fund
The Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation
Three Tomatoes Trattoria
Town of Sharon
Town of West Fairlee
UpCountry Cards
VeggieBall’s Pesto
Wild Hill Organics
Wingover Farm
Winter Moon Farm
The financial information above does not include the activity of certain fiscal sponsorship arrangements entered into by Vital Communities or the change in value of the endowment fund held at the New Hampshire Charitable Foundation. Total revenues, gains, and other support is $2,990,639, and total expenses are $2,499,087.